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Abstract
Cognitive radio is one of the promising technique for dynamic spectrum sharing to solve the spectrum scarcity problem. 
Spectrum sensing is the key process in cognitive radio for the dynamic spectrum usage. But security in sensing is still in 
research issues .there are many security threads in cognitive radio but the primary user emulation attack is the predominant 
one which will not allow the dynamic spectrum sharing in effect. This primary emulation attack is the major drawbacks 
in energy detector based spectrumsensing. There are various methods to detect the emulation attack like RSSI based, 
location based etc. But the accuracy of detection is not good because of the uncertainty in the received power due to the 
random behavior of the channel condition. Most of those methods assume that primary users are stationary and channel 
variations are not significant. But in real time this assumption is not valid one. Here in this paper we propose higher order 
statics based primary user attack detection is proposed which can model the features of the primary user and primary user 
emulator attackers very well and we are able to detect the primary user emulation attack accurately. Here various fading 
channel scenarios like Rayleigh, rician and nagagammi is considered between the primary user and the attackers on that 
the performance of the detection of primary user emulation is analyzed.
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1.  Introduction

Recent studies2,3 reports provesthat the wireless spectrum 
suffers from over utilization in some bands and 
underutilization in others. This happens because of the 
fixedspectrum assignment policies. To overcome this, the 
new spectrum allocation policy called dynamic spectrum 
sharing is going to be used. This new policy would allow 
unused licensed spectrum bands called as white spaces 
to be used by unlicensed user called as Secondary Users 
(SUs). The success of this policy depends on the accuracy 
of the spectrum sensing that is used by the SUs to detect 
the spectrum hole. The Cognitive Radio technology acts 
as the enabling technology for this dynamic spectrum 
sharing. Cognitive Radio (CR) enabled Dynamic 
Spectrum Access (DSA) networks are designed to detect 
and opportunistically utilize the unused or under-utilized 
spectrum bands. But due to the open paradigm of CR 
networks and lack of proactivesecurity protocols, the 
DSA networks are vulnerable to various threats13.

There are several attacks targeting the physical 
or Medium Access (MAC) layers in Cognitive Radio 
network.Common Control Channel (CCC) attacks ithe 
Medium Access layer attack targeting CCC through MAC 
spoofing, congestion attacks, jamming attacks. Beacon 
Falsification (BF) attack is another Medium Access attack 
that disrupt the synchronization between IEEE 802.22 
WRANs.

The physical layer attacks are given more attendance 
in recent days. Such a physical layer attacks targeting 
the physical layerare RF jammingthat can severely 
disruptNetwork’s operation. Another physical layer attack 
that present in collaborative spectrum sensing iscalled 
Spectrum Sensing Data Falsification (SSDF) attack 
where a malicious CR can provide false observations on 
purpose14.

Primary User Emulation (PUE) attacks is another main 
physical layer attack, where attackers mimic the signals of 
Primary Users (PUs), can cause significant performance 
degradation in Cognitive Radio (CR) systems. Detection 
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of the presence of PUE attackers is thus an important 
problem1.There are many PUE attack detection mechanism 
in literature in4the authors proposeda location based 
authentication scheme for the TV white spaces spectrum 
in which the location based RSSI database is formulated 
and the real time measured RSSI values are compared with 
this data base to detect the primary user emulation attack. 
An analytical model for the probability ofsuccessful PUEA 
based on the energy detection is presented in5 in which 
the received signal power is modeled as a log-normally 
distributed random variable.Cooperative spectrum 
sensing based on energy detector is proposed as a efficient 
method for the Primary User emulation attack. In6 in 
which a cooperative Secondary User model was proposed 
for PrimaryUser detection in the presence of PUEA. 

Traditional cryptography system can also be used to 
detect the PUEA. A public key cryptography mechanism 
is proposed in7 between Primary Users and Secondary 
Users. This enables the identification of Primary User by 
using a public key.

For any sensing algorithm with consideration of with 
a variable transmission power is proposed in9. But in this 
the position of the attacker has to be known in advance 
and the distances betweenthe PUs, the SUs and the 
attacker have to be known in advance.

Energy detection based PUEA detection methods is 
the most widely method used because of its simplicity 
and low computational overhead10–13. But it does not 
performwell in low SNR environments.

Our method proposed in this paper is based on second 
order and fourth order moments and their cumulants is 
less complex and accurate method that can be used fading 
environment where the fluctuations of received signal 
strength is rapid and the traditional RSSI based method 
can’t give the better detection of the PUEA15.

2.  System Model

Primary User emulation attack scenario can be modeled 
by taking a primary network region and the secondary 
network region as shown in the Figure1. From the figure 
it is clear the Secondary User who is trying to detect the 
spectrum hole of Primary User spectrum is out of the 
primary network region In absence of the PUEA it has 
to detect the spectrum hole,but due to the one of the 
Secondary User involve in PUEA it will not detect the hole 
.the scenario shown in the Figure 1 is used to simulate the 
PUEA and detection process.

Figure 1.    System model of Primary user 
Emulation Attack.

The PUEA detection process at the Secondary User 
terminal is presented in the Figure 2. Each secondary 
receiver which tries to sense the spectrum hole will receive 
the signal and computes the higher order statics. This 
computed static values are compared with the template 
data base if that matches then secondary will ensure the 
received signal is from the valid primary user else it will 
assume that the received signal is from the attacker16.

Figure 2.    Block diagram of higher order static based 
PUEA detection.

The received signal by the secondary user will be:

ys (n) = h (n) * x (n) + n (n)        (1)

Where the x (n) is the primary transmitted signal;h(n) 
is the channel coefficient between primary transmitter and 
secondary receiver; ys (n) is a complex valued stationary 
random process because of the additive noise.

The second order moments for the above random 
process are:

M20 = E [y2 (n)]           (2)

M21 = E [|y (n)|2]           (3)

If we compute the moments from the samples collected 
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at the secondary receiver, the second order moments can 
be defined as below8.
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The fourth order moments and the cumulants for the 
received signal at the Secondary User with sample values 
is:
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The above higher order statics are calculated for 
the Primary User signal on the various scenarios and 
tabulated as data base for the comparison purpose.

3.  Result and Discussion

The system model as shown in the Figure 1 is taken for 
the simulation with one primary transmitter and one 
primary receiver. The primary signal is generated with 
QAM modulation with the random input bits. The 
simulation consists of two phases;the first phase will be 
training phase where the Secondary User will create the 
data base of the cumulants values of the Primary User. 

On the second phase the secondary receiver is used to 
calculate the cumulants value of the received signal and 
compares the calculated cumulant with the database 
values. To test the system functionality, the one PUEA 
node is introduced as shown in Figure 1 and for the attack 
signal the cumulants values are compared with the data 
base value and the mismatch is used to detect the PUEA17.

Figure 3.    Variation of second order cumulant M20 for 
various SNR and repeated random channels.

In order to check the variation of the cumulant values 
due to variation of the fading channel coefficient,a no. of 
random realization of fading channels are done and the 
values are plotted. Figure 3 shows the M20 value variation 
for a no. of different Rayleigh fading realization with 
different SNR values. Figure 3 shows that there is only 
little negligible level of variation on the M20 value so it 
can be used as parameter to detect PUEA detection with 

Table 1.    Cumulant values for various SNR for the Rayleigh channel fading
Primary User cumulant values for 10 unit distant between primary and secondary

SNR 
(dB)

M20 M21 M40 M41 M42

10 9.05800055122081 9.06819043845575 7923520.50501201 23271249.2064019 10916518.0244008
20 0.00647585382085053 0.00768854624774843 1.83034153567300 1.90513928439763 1.94425271250936
30 0.00860979814604354 0.0147377155431392 7.00838353398962 5.23478669721672 7.01649416325310
40 9.02263550745943e-05 0.000134384977993286 1.77852189403686e-05 1.78115728303474e-05 1.79694418334763e-05

PUEA cumulant values for 4 unit distant between PUEA unit and Secondary User
10 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0
40 0.000777222485577366 0.000777222485577366 1.17995223950962e-08 1.82402389865617e-06 1.82402389865617e-06
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some threshold value. The computed cumulants values 
for different SNR values for the Rayleigh fading channel 
is tabulated in Table 1.

For low SNR case from 10Db to 30 Db PUEA can be 
easily detected by zero value of all the cumulant whereas 
for Primary User it is some non-zero value for 40db SNR.
The PUEA can be detected by comparing the Primary 
User tabulated value and the computed value.

If m20_cal*10 < m20_tab and m21_cal*10<m21_tab.
We can conclude that the PUEA is present. Here we 

divide the value by 10 to compensate the small variation 
in the cumulant value due to fading channel.

Figure 4.    Variation of second order cumulant M20 for 
various SNR and repeated random channels of Nagagami.

Figure 5.    Variation of second order cumulant M20 for 
various SNR and repeated random channels of Rician.

Similarly the variation in cumulant value due to Rician 
and Nagagami fading channels are captured by random. 
No. of channel realization and plotted are in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6.Again this plot shows the cumulant value vary 
with little bit amount. From Table2,we can detect the 
PUEA unit in Nagagami channel by comparing the table 
value of the primary unit. For upto 30db we can see for the 
PUEA the cumulant values are zero but for the Primary 
User it is non zero. For 40 db and above the cumulant 
value of primary is high so we can detect the PUEA.

 If m40_cal*10 < m40_tab and m41_cal*10<m41_tab 
and m42_cal*10<m42_tab

Table 2.    Cumulant values for various SNR forNagagami channel
Primary User cumulant values for 10 unit distant between primary and secondary
SNR 
(dB)

M20 M21 M40 M41 M42

10 0.204668621649133 0.204678616437697 0.0831193304713818 0.0425548012838168 0.0425568454749695
20 0.204823779068742 0.204824789066937 0.0832476235851434 0.0426115370779045 0.0426117439706750
30 0.204865570340756 0.204865670287870 0.0832816301697525 0.0426282334448204 0.0426282539339674
40 0.204686911509702 0.204686921530717 0.0831388467433977 0.0425516276594248 0.0425516297100674

PUEA cumulant values for 4 unit distant between PUEA unit and secondary user
10 0 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 0
40 0.0312646102056927 0.0312646102056927 -0.00193998596535421 0.000992441588557946 0.000992441588557948
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Similarly the Rician channel case PUEA can be 
detected if:

If m40_cal/10 > m40_tab and m41_cal/10>m41_tab 
and m42_cal/10>m42_tab and m20_cal/10>m20_tab and  
m21_cal/10>m21_tab

4.  Conclusion

Primary User emulation attack detection is one of the 
important security issues in spectrum sensing of Cognitive 
Radio which will block the dynamic spectrum sharing. 
Even though there are many methods to detect the 
PUEA in CR network using the received signal strength 
indication based which is very simple low complexity 
one but they suppers due to the variation of RSSI  values 
especially in the fading environment. So in this paper  we 
have proposed higher order statics based  PUEA detection 
scheme which is simple as RSSI based but more accurate 
than RSSI based since the cumulant values not varying 
much due the fading effect. From the simulation result 
we can conclude that the PUEA detection can be done 
with the help of calculated cumulant and primary used 
cumulant data base.
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